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Outsunny 4 Pack Universal Gazebo Replacement Sidewalls Privacy Panel for Most 3x3m Gazebo
Canopy Pavillion Outdoor Shelter Curtains Beige

  View Product 

 Code : 84C-226V02BG

  
 33% OFF   Sale 

£89.99

£59.99 / exc vat
£71.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2-3 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

APPLICABLE TO: Our gazebo side curtains allow you to
create protection when enjoying leisure time outdoors.
This means eating food or drinking beverages can be
enjoyed without being disturbed while also protecting you
from nasty wind and sunshine.
PREMIUM MATERIALS: The gazebo sides panels only
are made of durable and high-quality polyester fabric. The
middle of each piece has velcro straps for easy fixing
when not in use. The double-sides zipper of the pergola
sidewall allows you to open and close easily from both
inside and outside providing convenience for use.
EASY TO INSTALL: Easy to install by C rings or hooks
are included with these gazebo curtains which can meet
the needs of different gazebo structures. Hooks are used
for slide rails and C-shaped rings are used for square or
round beam pipes.
NOTES: These gazebo replacement curtains can fit most
3 x 3(m) metal gazebos. PANELS ONLY THE GAZEBO
FRAME IS NOT INCLUDED. Please measure your
gazebo size before purchasing. Do not wash.
WHAT IN THE BOX: Sidewall x 4 pcs (Sidewall
Dimensions: 302L x 205H cm) Hooks x 40 pcs C rings x
40 pcs.
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